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INTRODUCTION
the ruins of the medieval Padise monastery (Fig. 1) stand on the bank of river kloostri
ca.
tion in the study of medieval architecture of estonia. the joint international project be1
has enabled to continue the long
ago ceased archaeological study of the ruin led by Agu eMs oÜ in the summer of 2010

Fig. 1. Ruins of Padise monastery in 2010. View from the north-west.
Jn 1. Padise kloostri varemed 2010. a. Vaade loodest.
Photo / Foto: Villu Kadakas
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central Baltic interreg iV A programme project ‘Padise-Vantaa the Middle Age Bridge’ (PAVAMAB)
2010–2012.
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Fig. 2. Plan of Padise monastery area (main floor): 1 – inner courtyard, 2 – western courtyard, 3 – gun towers,
4 – gate towers, 5 – church, 6 – northern courtyard, 7 – eastern courtyard, 8 – River Kloostri, 9 – moat,
10 – road, 11 – foundations of a supposed late medieval chapel, discovered in 2009, 12 – pond, 13 – 18th
century manor house.
Jn 2.
Padise kloostri piirkonna plaan (peakorrus): 1 – sisehoov, 2 – lääne-eeshoov, 3 – haakpüssitornid, 4 –
väravatorn, 5 – kirik, 6 – põhja-eeshoov, 7 – ida-eeshoov, 8 – Kloostri jõgi, 9 – vallikraav, 10 – maantee,
11 – hiliskeskaegse oletatava kabeli vundamendid, leitud 2009. a, 12 – tiik, 13 – 18. saj mõisahoone.
Drawing / Joonis: Villu Kadakas

digging about a hundred test pits (Fig. 3) in different areas of the site, trying to solve
2
the current
liminary results.
OUTLINE OF THE HISTORY OF THE MONASTERY
in the 13th century Padise area belonged to the daugavgr va (germ. Dünamünde)
monastery situated near riga in present latvia (schmidt 1941, 69). A chapel of un-

2
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Buildings probably older than the monastic quadrangle /
klausuurist tõenäoliselt varasemad ehitised
Test pits of 2010–2011 / 2010.–2011. a kaevatud šurfid
Fig. 3.

Plan of Padise monastery ruin (basement floor).
1 – inner courtyard, 2 – western courtyard, 3 – gun towers, 4 – gate tower, 5 – underground chapel, 6 – northern
courtyard, 7 – eastern courtyard, 8 – water channel and gutter, 9 – discovered portals, 10 – hypocaust ovens,
11 – building with arched niches, 12 – older building under western range, 13 – big cellar in southern range,
14 – remains of older walls in northern range, 15 – supposed prison room, 16 – building in north-western part of
the northern courtyard, 17 – supposed tower in eastern courtyard, 18 – supposed gate ward with L-shaped wall,
19 – walls of manor period.
Jn 3.
Padise kloostri varemete plaan (keldrikorrus).
1 – sisehoov, 2 – lääne-eeshoov, 3 – haakpüssitornid, 4 – väravatorn, 5 – kelderkabel, 6 – põhja-eeshoov, 7 – idaeeshoov, 8 – veekanalid, 9 – avastatud portaalid, 10 – hüpokaustahjud, 11 – kaarniššidega hoone, 12 – varasem ehitis
läänetiiva all, 13 – lõunatiiva suur kelder, 14 – varasemate ehitiste jäänused põhjatiivas, 15 – oletatav vangikong,
16 – põhja-eeshoovi loodenurgas paiknenud ehitis, 17 – oletatav torn ida-eeshoovis, 18 – L-kujulise müüriga oletatav
väravahoov, 19 – mõisa-aegsed müürid.
Drawing / Joonis: Villu Kadakas
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daugavgr
-

the partially destroyed building complex functioned as a royal manor for ca. 60 years

PREVIOUS FIELDWORK
et al.
building remains by Villem raam. these results remained by and large unpublished.

-

the medieval deposits of the inner courtyard (raam 1963). After a pause the removal
then stopped for decades. removal of debris in the collapsed rooms of the southern
area the bottommost 1 m of debris is still untouched.

centrated on the removal of collapse debris and cleaning the ruins. only in single cases

60
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et al. 2006) responsible for the
monastic period – the majority represented the early modern castle and manor time.
scale in estonian archaeology.
PREVIOUS RESULTS AND PUBLICATIONS

abruptly in 1969 and raam managed to publish his most important post-excavation

3

-

corners.
nastic quadrangle had been probably completed by that time. during the second period
(ca.

3

Although the building complex of Padise is not oriented according to the cardinal directions but rather
according to the intermediate directions, conventionally the building parts of Padise are referred to
according to the cardinal directions, e.g. the church being considered the northern range, to avoid
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corner of the monastic quadrangle does not include remains of the 13th century chapel,
but rather rooms of some profane function and of probably later origin4 (Alttoa 2001,
that the monks of daugavgr
before moving their headquarters there. later kersti Markus has even supposed that
the original chapel might have not been situated on the site of the later monastery at
all, but ca.
recently Jaan tamm has
astery, presenting some minor dates and other details differing from raam’s concept
(tamm 2010). lately, the carved reliefs of the church have also been a special interest
(Bome 2009).
MAIN RESEARCH ISSUES OF THE PROJECT
gle seem to come from an earlier construction phase (Fig. 3), calling up an additional
ment rooms, courtyard pavement levels and possibilities to better expose the curtain
RESULTS OF THE FIELDWORK OF 2010–2011
Excavations in the cellars of the western, northern and eastern ranges

4
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Both place names Padis and Paeküla

paas meaning limestone.
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and need further analysis to interpret the original inner layout of the basement storey
6

in the eastern basement room of the northern range – the chapel under the
a remnant from an earlier building, although changes in the building plans cannot be

room of the east range and the big cellar room of the south range (Fig. 3: 9). the rest of
Excavations in the southern and western ranges
Apparently the southernmost cellar of the eastern range and the big cellar room
-

again only the masonry base stones of the portal (Fig. 3: 9), identical to the one previously
described, have been preserved. specifying the detailed layout and function of all the
cellars of the eastern and southern ranges needs further excavations and analysis.
-

complicated building history and thus includes some of the most important research
-

rebuilt rooms.

6
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ca.
-

functioned as the heating room for several ovens. Perhaps for such a function a higher

rooms have been in use contemporarily. A ca.

stage, but have been built contemporarily or partly even later than the upper room.
ing still indicates to a religious building. it is not clear if the northern room of the

64
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just made deeper for making a heating
chamber and connecting the surroundhad been a basement room originally, its
heating chamber.
the channel fragment of limestone
-

in the 1960s. it once probably conducted
yard (Fig. 4) to the river. the channel has
been ca.

Fig. 4. Rainwater gutter and foundations of two pillars
in the eastern part of inner courtyard.
Jn 4. Sadeveerenn ja kahe piilari vundamendid
sisehoovi idaosas.
Photo / Foto: Villu Kadakas

-

-

unclear.

ca.
ca.

-
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the monastic quadrangle (Fig. 3: 12). this
he has thoroughly described and anareports (raam 1960, 23; 1961, 9–11), but
has never reached any publications or
Fig. 5. Area of the western cloister excavated in 1961:
to the left the eastern wall of the western range
with restored niches for cloister vaults, to the
right remains of the eastern wall of an older
building, on top of which a wall or pillars of the
later cloister were set.
Jn 5. Lääneristikäigu piirkond välja kaevatuna
1961. a: vasakul läänetiiva idasein ristikäigu
restaureeritud võlviniššidega, paremal vanema
ehitise idaseina jäänused, millele hiljem toetati
ristikäigu sein või kaaristu.
Photo / Foto: Villem Raam

stages.9
of this older building. the later eastern

cloister (raam 1961, 10–11). despite the
ca. 1310–1343 (1961, 33).
A lot of details yet need analysing and specifying, but judging on the basis of
es really comes from the period before erecting the monastic quadrangle, as once
complex. Questions like if these buildings come from the 14th century or even from
-

still is a big area in and around the ruins to locate it.
9
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Excavations in the inner courtyard
of buildings predating the late medieval monastic quadrangle, as in the area of the

covered. According to raam’s publications there seems to be no doubt about the ex-

described building. in addition, only foundations of four free standing quadrangular
pillars had been discovered in 1960 in the south-eastern corner of the courtyard (Fig. 4;
covered that the original pits for the pillar foundations had been dug through some
thus dating the pillars to the manor period. therefore raam supposed that the four
the cloisters could have been erected as timber-framed structures (raam 1963, 41).
there has never been much doubt that the stone cloisters have been at least planned.
recesses.10
been on the level of the upper storey of the cloisters, untypically to cistercian abbeys, it

or not. nothing indicates the latter, though. in some places along the line of presumed
existence of pillars in these spots.
had not been measured properly and not been depicted on any plans. the dating of

10
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detailed argumentation dated the gutter to the post-monastic period, presuming that
the cloisters should have been demolished already before building the gutter (1963,
pavement, yet observed by raam in several places in the courtyard, reaching upon
-

-

of the ca.
eastern range could have originally been built as a foundation to the corresponding
dation.

-

northern range – the church – and the northern half of the eastern range have been

stage of construction, completing the building of the monastic quadrangle. if there
the southern area.

burg shards date from ca.
century. theoretically all of them might derive from a much shorter period in the early
no later than immediately after the building of the foundation, it can be concluded
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ca.

ern range.

-

earlier than ca.
northern, eastern and southern ranges are much later than the last ones presented

Alttoa, that most of the northern range, including the church has been erected only in
in 2011 the Finnish archaeologists taking part in the excavations discovered
plough marks in a bigger test pit in the middle of the yard next to the gutter in the

the monastic quadrangle, or even earlier than the monks’ activities in Padise or the
monks have ploughed their inner courtyard at some period.
Excavations in the northern courtyard
the lack of previous interest had probably been caused by lack of obvious ruins and
the opinion that this courtyard, or rather an outer bailey had been formed only during
eastern corner has been heavily restored in 1939 (Alttoa et al.
appropriate documentation preserved, except of the photographs. Ca.

buildings in the courtyard; and most importantly – does the northern courtyard in fact
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the gate remains. Possibly the gate has not preserved at all, because the courtyard
-

yard has been erected next to it. the building has probably had no cellars and mostly
Almost nothing can be said about the interior or function of the building, except
it has had some kind of an oven in the
northern part of it. thirdly, the northdescribed building (Fig. 6). in the begin-

outside. surprisingly it appeared that it

a function to support it from inside the
courtyard. the stratigraphic sequence
ily restored. Probably the building history in this area has been complicated as
Fig. 6. Northern outer wall of the northern courtyard
(top) has been erected secondarily next to the
eastern wall of the building of irregular plan
(left). Both have been built on top of thick filling
deposits covering the remains of a previous
structure, probably an oven (right below).
Jn 6. Põhja-eeshoovi põhjamüür (ülal) on püstitatud
sekundaarselt ebakorrapärase plaaniga hoone
idaseina (vasakul) vastu. Mõlemad on laotud
paksule täitekihile, mis katab varasema rajatise, arvatavasti ahju jäänuseid (all paremal).
Photo / Foto: Villu Kadakas

courtyard directly south of the l-shaped
foundation (Fig. 3). this suggests that the
issues in the area.
outer foundations of the northern (kadakas 2012, fig. 11) and eastern ranges
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gave quite clear results regarding the supposed existence of a moat surrounding them.
ca. 20 cm thick
the middle part of the northern range. the ca.
and the original topsoil and the described occupation layer cannot be interpreted as a
moat, but a cut for the foundation trench. As a similar occupation layer on top of the
mately the same level in several test pits of the northern courtyard, it can be concluded
that there has not been a moat surrounding the northern range and most probably the
shards, are very similar in all areas of the northern courtyard. Probably they have
either the northern moat or the pit for the basements of the northern and eastern ranges,

quadrangle – its northern, eastern and possibly also southern ranges. in any case the

-

the later northern courtyard has been intensively used during the monastic period,
at least already in the second half of the 14th century. nothing of this landscape or
during the late Middle Ages.

ern side (for pedestrians), but the test pits did not specify their extent. the test pit

dividing the courtyard into several areas. A possible division into the northern and
southern areas (of possibly different building periods) is also suggested by a small
-
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mon in cistercian monasteries to bury the monks to an area next to the church, it

that they represent the monks’ cemetery.
Excavations in the eastern courtyard and south of the ruins

Boris dubovik (pers. comm.) has stressed that some kind of defences must have existed
-

most square shaped building (measuring ca.

moat, but the south-eastern corner, erected

centuries there is no building depicted, the
square building most probably predates
have been erected in the monastery period.
part of an outer gate system, but nothing

Fig. 7 South-eastern corner of the square building,
probably a tower in the northern part of the
eastern courtyard.
Jn 7. Ruudukujulise ehitise, arvatavasti torni
kagunurk ida-eeshoovi põhjaosas.
Photo / Foto: Villu Kadakas

reached.
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-

could have passed from both northern and eastern baileys outside across the moat. the
the north-eastern corner. the supposed gate passages could not be investigated for not
most important problems to study in this area.
ca.

Excavations in the cellars of the gate tower

-

accessible from this cellar. the southern oven has been mostly destroyed, but the
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accumulating heat (Fig. 9). it appeared
a normal access at all – the only possibilthe vault from the upper room. the eastern hole is a secondary breakthrough,

expected in the beginning of the excavation. surprisingly it appeared that there
has not been a door opening at all, but a
small partly preserved rectangular opening measuring only ca.
instead. considering the extremely inconvenient access to the room and the small
aperture, it is rather probable that the
room has originally served as a prison
cell of the monastery. the interpretation
common at least from the 13th century,
that a cistercian abbey had such a special
Fig. 8. The reopened stairway from the cellars of the
gate tower to the western courtyard.
Jn 8. Väravatorni keldritest lääne-eeshoovi viiv
trepikäik taasavatuna.
Photo / Foto: Villu Kadakas

model for a prison, not even a prescribed

seem to have been fairly common (kinder
FINDS
prescribing the extent of variety among

the monastic period is preserved under
of the basement rooms mostly manor peFig. 9. Hypocaust oven between the two westernmost
cellar rooms of the gate tower.
Jn 9. Hüpokaustahi väravatorni kahe läänepoolse
keldriruumi vahel.
Photo / Foto: Villu Kadakas

and livonian war periods can be found
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be gathered from the upper, ca. half meter thick layer in the eastern courtyard area,
roof tiles.
Age (ca. 11th–12th centuries), although gathered from very late deposits. A piece of a
ca.
discovered from a test pit in the southern end of the eastern cloister. the date is intrigu-

ingly the waldenburg shards slightly dominate over the siegburg shards during the

1
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7

4

5
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Fig. 10. Finds of medieval stoneware. 1–3 – Siegburg, 5–8 – Waldenburg, 9–10 – Raeren, 11 – Lausitz stoneware sherds.
Jn 10. Keskaegse kivikeraamika leiud. 1–3 – Siegburgi, 5–8 – Waldenburgi, 9–10 – Raereni, 11 – Lausitzi kivikeraamika killud.
Photos / Fotod: Villu Kadakas (1–3, 7–11) ja Sander Nittim (4–6)
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very small quantities all over northern
teries (stephan & gaimster 2003).
several pieces of simple russian pots
short period of inhabitancy by russian

production centres of the livonian war
and royal manor periods. An unbroken
can be mentioned. remarkable is the lack
Fig. 11. 16th century cannon found from the gun tower
on the south-western corner.
Jn 11. Edelanurga haakpüssitornist leitud 16. saj
suurtükk.
Photo / Foto: Villu Kadakas

shards of duingen ointment jars (kada-

resent the von ramm family period besides various early and late faience (kadakas &
Medieval building ceramics is represented by various monk- and nun-type roof
most of them in the underground chapel, but none in situ in a medieval context. the

but the existence of some tile stoves cannot be excluded. the hypocaust ovens probably
by tile stoves. in addition to the vast number of panel tiles, some shards of simple
sance style panel tiles from the livonian war and royal manor period lack better precenturies make up the biggest group.

on the southern corner a ca.
discovered.
11

11
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CONCLUSIONS
As the excavations of 2010–2011 took place in different areas of the monastic ruin
offered a variety of results. the ca.

half of the 14th or even at the end of the century and then gradually carried out. Much
Previously very little attention had been paid to studying the basement rooms of the
that several basement rooms have not been originally built as these appear today, but
have undergone extensive reconstruction, leaving their original layout and function

discussion about the inner courtyard, layout and form of the long ago vanished
sequences the cloisters might have been erected open. one of the more important re-

the location of the chapel mentioned in the 13th century documents remains a discus-

Another important result is diverting the research focus also outside the main
ruin to the northern and eastern courtyards or outer baileys. Although these areas
into a castle able to accommodate large numbers of mercenaries, it is clear that the mo-
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a moat, located straight next to the northern and eastern ranges, as thought before.
a part of the monastery’s outer gate complex.
excavations but the material offers basis for a lot more studies in several directions.
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Arheoloogilised UUringUd PAdise kloostris

-

-

luustike vanus ei selgunud.
tanud, et mingi kaitse pidi eksisteerima juba kloostri ajal, sest vastasel juhul oleks kiriku laiast idaaknast

-

-
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liikumist ja sisaldas 19.–20. saj prahti. selgus, et neli seni uurimata ruumi moodustasid kaks eraldatud
-

-

kohati on hilisemate kaevetöödega eri perioodide leiud samasse ladestusse segatud. Vanimateks leidudeks
-

raereni salvitops. Von rammide perioodi esindavad duingeni kivikeraamiliste salvitopside, mineraalveemitte in situ

-

renessanss-stiilis enamasti rohelise glasuuriga plaatkahlikildude hulgas puuduvad suuremad eksempla-

varingurusust.

